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Regulation
AT THE THIRD
FLOOR OF MADNESS vs. Religion
LAST YEAR, after his public lecture in Kensington, Professor
William Geezer was approached
by a silent stranger who had in
her possession a curious artefact
carved from light stone. The professor described the stranger as “a
middle-aged lady with a haunted
look upon her, and two cats in her
bag.” Apparently she didn’t speak
any of the seventeen languages
the professor masters, but she was
visibly relieved by ridding herself
of the object. As a history professor and an enthusiast amateur
archeologist, Geezer developed
an obsession with finding out the
history and origin of the statue he
calls the ‘Sonnet King’. It presents
a stocky, bearded man with a ceremonial hat, and a fishing pole.
After a year of intense study,
of both totally acceptable and forbidden books in libraries, Professor Geezer believed he had deduced the origin of the statue.
Last month he organized his first
ever scientific expedition, to the
garden ornaments department of
Harrods, to find out more about
the unholy cult that produced
the figure. The group of explorers consisted of Professor Geezer himself as the leader, his oldest graduate student, a member
of the engineering department,
Professor Pond from the biology
department, Professor Catwood
from the physics department, and
obviously, a support staff of a dozen men and a pack of sled dogs.
”They entered the premises on
a bank holiday Friday, before the
weekend, and established their
base camp on the ground floor,” Inspector Kneebone said in the police
press conference later. ”We were
able to follow their progress in detail, due to the excellent journal entries they wrote.” According to the

Traditional rituals
sacrificed at the
altar of bureau
cracy and political
correctness?

timeline, their party split in two,
with Professor Pond leading an exploration of the upper floors. On
the second day, they couldn’t reach
Professor Pond’s camp on the third
floor by radio for twelve hours. On
the third day, Professor Geezer led
the second party there to investigate. The sled dogs refused to go
any higher than the second floor,
and had to be left there in the writing supplies department.
A scary sight awaited them in
Professor Pond’s camp. At first,
the second party seemed to be
standing there, but on closer inspection it was dummies clad in
their ragged and bloody clothes.
”They found only one body in the
camp, the radio operator, lying
on a table in the tent,” Kneebone
summarised. ”His intestines had
been surgically removed. In writing his last note, Professor Geezer
seems to have believed that it was
not done by a normal human doctor, since, and I quote, ’No surgeon
is ever sober enough to perform incisions that precise.’” Apparently,
the radio operator had gone a bit
mad and clothed the dummies, before he met his own end.
”When we arrived on the Mon-

Brand names read backwards
may invoke demons
ON TUESDAY, a research team
at Princeton University reported findings indicating that the
names of well-known brands
may, when read backwards, invoke demons from the Beyond.
“We started with simple
brands, household names. Our
test person read the name backwards under laboratory conditions,” says research team leader,
Professor Kevin Fhtagn. When
the name Aloc-Acoc was uttered
in a darkened laboratory, the veil
of reality was torn open, revealing a demon with at least eight
arms, tentacles, and eyes, which

unfortunately managed to escape
from the researchers.
“In the next experiment, my
assistant Igor uttered the name
S’Dlanodcm. Out of nothing materialized a blind monster equipped
with terrible mauling appendages that ripped off my assistant’s
right arm. Now he has to write
his doctoral dissertation with his
left hand,” Professor Fhtagn says,
chuckling. The researchers warn
the public not to try these experiments at home.
“Especially since we don’t yet
know how to banish these creatures
back to Hell,” notes Fhtagn.VS

day morning, the dummies were
still there, but the body of the radio operator and Professor Geezer’s party were nowhere to be
found. This unfortunate incident
could have been easily avoided if
the expedition party had paid due
attention to the warning on the
door,” the inspector noted. Harrods
had recently replaced their previous night guard service with shoggoths. ”Evil tongues may say that
the reason was their weaker labor
union, but in reality we had an
open bidding competition for the
night guard service and the shoggoths won fair and square,” a representative of Harrods explained.
”Unfortunately, shoggoths are
not keen on writing reports on the
customer service they perform to
the nightly visitors, so we may not
be able to completely close this
case,” Kneebone regrets. ”However, Harrods will not be blamed for
any of this. They followed all the
rules and regulations by placing
the mandatory two by two inch
warning sign on all of the street
doors, showing a black and white
drawing of a shoggoth eating a
humanoid, complete with a red
triangular border.” HL

DUNWICH, MA – New government health and safety regulations endanger a number of traditional religious practices, claims
a statement issued by the Ecumenical Society of Churches of
the Darkness Beyond.
“The new demand that the sacrificial gift be placed in a state of
deep unconsciousness before the
ritual takes place is a violation of
our sacred rites, and makes it impossible for Our Dark Masters to
drink deep of the sacrificee’s fear
and suffering,” said the Society’s
spokesperson, the High Cleric Illuminated in the Blood of the Innocents Peter Smith in a press
statement released on Thursday.
“Likewise, we consider the requirement of a health checkup to
verify that the gift not have any
serious illnesses not only preposterous, but also a direct attack
upon our faith by those in power, as the majority of volunteer
sacrificees come from among the
terminally ill,” Smith continued.
“The disqualification of the mentally disturbed from partaking in
the ritual has a similarly deleterious effect on our practices.”
Smith went on to decry the
government’s efforts as “hounding people of faith,” “religious
persecution akin to the War on
Christmas,” and “ultimately all
for naught once the stars align
and the Great Old Ones waken
from eternal slumber.” The Innsmouth-based Deep Temple of Father Dagon and Mother Hydra

issued a supporting statement,
saying “Glxblt. Phn’glui mwglhnh rz-hol ght’aght fhtagn.”
The Society has a history of
butting heads with government
agencies, and the most recent case
bears much resemblance to last
year’s statements regarding the
process for applying for sacrificial
permits, noting that filing human
skin application forms in triplicate
was prohibitively expensive.
The Society also made headlines recently when it came under attack from the Miskatonic University Women’s Alliance
over the requirement of virgin
sacrifices. According to MUWA,
the requirement is a misogynist
patriarchal relic rooted in stupid
and unquestioning acceptance of
dusty tradition. The Society has
contracted the law firm of Whateley, Squamous & Nyarlathotep
to investigate the possibility of
suing MUWA over plagiarism of
the Society’s public mission statement. The Society is also involved
in litigation at both the state and
federal levels over animal rights
regulations. JS

Explosion on Exeter Street
caused by demon leak
DARE COUNTY Sheriff’s department has finally reached a conclusion as to what caused the explosion of a storage building on
Exeter Street, Roanoke Island,
NC. Two nights ago the members
of a local sect, which was leasing the building, were successful
in evoking an extradimensional
being, however they hadn’t taken adequate measures to properly bind it. After a brief rampage,
during which the entity massacred and feasted upon all of the

sect members, it set off several
fireballs and escaped. The victims’ remains have been moved to
Unholy Lazarus hospital, and we
ask the surviving relatives to contact their administration for more
information. Due to the bodies being partly devoured, the Chief of
Infernal Medicine doesn’t believe
a successful reanimation will be
possible.
The Sheriff’s department managed to retrieve the sect’s bestiary relatively unburned and has

identified the escaped being as
a level C demon named Matt. A
reward is being offered for the
capture or banishment (proof required) of said demon. Suspect is
to be considered dangerous. The
police is advising that only experienced hunters, those skilled in
dark magic, beings from different
planes and already dead people
should participate in the monster
hunt. This demon is also suspected in relation to similar crimes
committed 400 years earlier. PO
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Galen - glass cabinet
INSTRUCTIONS:
When visiting ITKEA, make
sure to walk the ritual path
around the shop. Do not take
any shortcuts. The shop is designed to make the customers
move in correct patterns.
TOOLS: Necronomicon, a vial
of blood, a magic circle

ITKEA Sweden

Interior design that makes
you want to weep
LAST MONTH, our Interior Design supplement featured offers
from a wide range of infernal furnishing companies specializing in
interdimensional cabinets. The
response was positively stunning
as readers wrote in that they were
mesmerized by Dr. Caligari’s recommendations in the “Staff Picks”

section. However, there was a frequent complaint that one of the
items, the non-Euclidean Galen
Cabinet from ITKEA Sweden, did
not appear to come with assembly
instructions. In an effort to assist
these lost souls, we contacted the
company and received permission
to publish the instructions. CL

Make sure to assemble Galen
using the non-Euclidean toolset provided. That is unless you
are in need of an ordinary, albeit a bit wonky, glass cabinet.
BEWARE! Do not under any
circumstances assemble Galen during the new moon. Incorrect use of occultism may
cause Hounds of Tindalos to
appear. In such event, please
contact us with utmost haste.
If there seems to be any extra pieces, do not worry. They
come in handy later – possibly
eons later. SL+PV

STAIRCASE OR PORTAL?

Warning issued against
using the newest taxi-app

“MANY PEOPLE think that our
kind of interior design works
mainly with dismal basements
and shadowy attics,” says F. Rubert Flintstone, a recent graduate of the Miskatonic University
School of Interior Design and the
founder of R’lyeh Interiors Consultation Services.
“People don’t know that a dash
of unnatural geometry allows
abysmal horror to pervade the
most ordinary of apartment living rooms.”
According to Flintstone, many
independently built houses are
especially good candidates for
R’lyeh-style decorating, as their
floor plans and other structural
solutions probably do not adhere
to any known geometric models.
“Time and space must have
been twisted in an exceptional way to enable fitting a utility
room, office, bathroom, and closet

A NEW TAXI-LIKE app has already claimed 14 souls of unsuspecting drunk mortals. U.B.E.R.,
Undead Beings’ Ethereal Ride, is
often mistaken for an application
with a similar a name. U.B.E.R.
is not safe for creatures bound to
one plane of being, such as mortal
humans. The U.B.E.R. creator, His
Evil Lordship Phedex Drekavac
has issued a public statement after
many of his drivers started filing
complaints against their customers. “While our company is against
discriminating based on mortality,
we must ask humans to be careful
when calling for a taxi. We are not
equipped to prevent your body disintegrating during ethereal dimen-

in the space under the stairs at
my cousin’s house – all to be entered through one door.”
R’lyeh-style decorating often
creates extraordinary solutions.
“In a kitchen organized in the
style of the Great Old Ones, every

blood groove is in place – but on
the other hand, necessary kitchen tools may not only be located
out of reach but in an entirely different dimension,” says F. Rubert
Flintstone, grimacing. VS

sion crossing and when such unfortunate event happens, your soul
is forever bound to our vehicles. A
considerable number of our drivers
are immortal, and you can surely
understand why we do not want to
expose them to an eternity spent
in the company of drunk humans.
So we have to ask our customers,
please, double check before using
our services.” Drekavac however
added that for ghosts, apparitions,
poltergeists, demons, and leprechauns U.B.E.R. remains a safe,
fast and comfortable way to travel
between ghostly dimensions. Lordship Drekavac refused to comment
on whether or not he plans on renaming his company. PO

WANTED
DEAD OR UNDEAD

THE MOVIE THEATER KILLER
FINALLY CAUGHT
THE NOTORIOUS Movie Theater killer, who took it upon himself to silence people talking during the movies, has finally been
caught. During the past year he
has killed at least 8 people by ripping out the victims vocal cords.
Even though all of the murders
have been committed in front of
many witnesses, no one noticed
the crime until it was too late. The
whole year the police didn’t have
a single lead until four nights ago,
when the Movie Theater Killer finally made a mistake.
During a preview season screening of a popular fantasy drama,
the killer stumbled upon a hardcore fan named Hugo Beardsley.
After the victim’s countless proc2

lamations of how differently the
scene was done in the books, the
Movie Theater Killer, who was
sitting next to the victim, calmly reached to his neck and with
a supernatural strength massacred the victim’s vocal apparatus,
subsequently killing him. The
killer, however, didn’t count on
Hugo’s determination to see the
show. “I wasn’t going to let something so small like death spoil it
for me,” Hugo writes on his website. “I quickly revitalized, and
first thing after the screening
was over, I checked out who was
it sitting next to me and ran to
the police.” Hugo described his
offender to the sketch artist and
from there the police were able to

identify the perpetrator as a local
movie buff, a smaller level demon
called Quentin Tlacatecolototl,
who was quickly arrested.
Mr. Tlacatecolototl’s lawyer
is pleading a justified homicide.
“Everyone has read the books, Mr.
Beardsley was clearly provoking
my client. Silencing him only allowed the rest of the moviegoers to
enjoy the show,” the lawyer said.
In light of this, the DA’s office is
considering offering a deal. However, the police are still reaching
out to other potential victims, who
until now might have been too
afraid to say anything. “Do not let
your missing vocal cords silence
you. Please, come forward and
give us a statement.” PO

THE DEVOURER
REWARD
$666,000

IT IS ADVISED THAT ONLY LICENSED HUNTERS
APPROACH THIS MONSTER. SUSPECTED OF SEVERAL
PAST INSTANCES OF MASS DESTRUCTION.

FIGHTING FOR THE RIGHTS OF THE OLD ONES
A WAR AGAINST humanity began seven years ago. According to
Jonathan Knickerbagel, the foreman of the Human Sanity Defense League, that is. As a starting point he refers to the date
July 17th, when human rights
activist Stanley Baldwin began
to expand his cause beyond our
life forms and established the Ancient Horror Liberation Front.
”Life isn’t fair, and for the
Great Old Ones even less so,”
Baldwin remarked in his famous
speech that started the movement. ”You may think that human prisoners have their rights
violated by long sentences. A sentence thousands of years long
would perhaps sound unimaginably long to you, but with the
eldritch abominations that would
be getting off lightly. Instead, a
curse causing imprisonment in
some uncomfortable dimension
with little hope of ever getting out
is a standard procedure for these

poor immortal beings,” Baldwin
continued, wiping tears from his
eyes. ”What’s worse, the judgement is not based on scientifically proven facts, but on primordial
fear! Fear of these beings destroying our sanity, or eating our very
souls and eliminating all forms of
life from the ruins of our planet.
Let me ask you: is it truly right
to put a cosmic evil entity into
deep slumber until the stars are
in some undefined ’right’ arrangement only because you fear he
will suck your brains out through
your ear?”
Knickerbagel was present
when Baldwin made his call for
universal justice. He didn’t lose
any time in starting a movement
of his own. Human Sanity Defense League had its first meeting
only a week later. ”Those madmen in AHLF don’t listen to reason and they need to be stopped
before they do any real harm,”
Knickerbagel stated his purpose.

AHLF and HSDL have confronted each other several times in
public debates.
Both AHLF and HSDL have
grown large enough for certain
philosophical differences to surface within the movements.
Nearly a third of Ancient Horror Liberation Front members
felt uncomfortable enough with
the views of their organization to
form the Eternal Horrors Salvation Society. ”Baldwin acts with
the best intentions, but he is just
plain wrong about some issues.
Most importantly we disagree
about the way the cosmic horrors
are suggested to suck our brains
out once they are freed from their
abysmal containment,” EHSS
spokeswoman Emma Blair explains. ”Like us, Baldwin agrees
that the fear itself is unfounded, but he has the nerve to suggest that the brain-sucking would
take place through the right ear
instead of the left ear! Such lies

REPORTER ON THE CRIME SCENE
Every week our
special reporter is
allowed to do an
uncensored exposé
of a crime scene
investigation.
This week we are
allowed a rare peek
at a reenactment
of a crime.
THE INSPECTOR surveyed
the carnage upon entering the
old curiosity shop: a high ledge
lined with large glass jars of
herbs, shelves of thick, wellworn, leather bound books that
had grown pastel with dust, display cabinets of unusual artefacts and ritual items, masks
staring out from the walls,
scorch marks encompassing a
section of the lengthy sales counter, and a spattering of blood in
a projectile arc along the floorboards just in front. Several officers were outside securing the
perimeter, ushering the gathering crowd away from the shattered glass storefront. The low
rumble of speculation and gossip
that filtered in was intermittently punctuated by the click and
pop of flashbulbs as the investigators documented the exterior damage. Inside, the inspector
was focused on a single smoldering shoe that dangled from the
chandelier, still swaying gently
back and forth like a pendulum
of the damned.  A commotion in
the rear hallway broke the relative calm, a welcome distraction
from the unsettling hush of the
room. The officer on guard broke
through the curtained partition,
with a struggling teen in tow.  “I
found this one sneaking around.
Claims to have been here when
it happened.” “That’s fine,” the
inspector responded, motioning for the witness to approach,

“I’ll take it from here.” The minor was visibly shaken, so the
inspector decided to forego the
third degree, opting instead for
a conversational approach. “It
looks pretty bad in here, yeah?
So what can you tell me?”  “I
am… was Thistlewaite’s apprentice. We received new items regularly, and I was learning how to
identify and classify them. Some
items are blessed and some are
cursed, but you can’t tell just by
looking at them. This last shipment was unlabeled, but there
was a book with an entry about
a statue that looked just like this
new one.” Looking around, the
apprentice located the book on
the floor behind the counter, and
hefting it up, blew a layer of soot
off the cover. The book seemed
to glow for a moment. Setting it
down on the counter, the apprentice then righted and lit a black
candle that had toppled over, explaining that “Thistlewaite had
done it just like this.” Continuing to rummage through the debris, the apprentice remarked, “I
know the statue is around here.
I saw it fly up in the air in this
direction. I was getting the magnifying glass from the table next
to the reading chair, so I was,”
the neophyte looked up past the
inspector, “about five steps behind where you are now. Oh,
here it is.”  The marble figurine
was small enough to fit comfortably in hand, and at first glance it
appeared to be a warrior with a
sword held high, clad in a frilly,
multi-paneled skirt. Upon closer inspection the warrior was a
pregnant female form, and the
frilly skirt panels were actually tentacles emanating downward from her hips.  The inspector traced the apprentice’s steps
back towards the reading chair
as the neophyte continued speaking, “...was holding it up like this
to read the inscription on the
bottom.”  The inspector started
to turn, but time and space sud-

denly seemed to flow backwards.
The air congealed and gravity
seized and convulsed across the
room as the inspector’s face contorted, morphing an ineffectual
shout into a frozen visage of horror, “Noooooooooooooooooooo!”
But it was too late. The apprentice had begun the incantation. Dread slammed into the
wall of reality, and time lurched
back into action as a blast tore
through the shop, knocking the
inspector to the floor. A portal
opened in the air just behind the
apprentice. A glistening gray
tentacle shot out and pierced
the apprentice through the abdomen. The apprentice’s body
shook, and then exploded, sending out a shockwave. The tentacle
glowed, waved gracefully around
for a moment, and then retreated back into the portal which
closed behind it as quickly as it
had appeared.  Struggling back
to standing, the inspector again
surveyed the carnage, produced a
notebook and jotted down, “Accidental death. Case closed.” CL

are intolerable and harmful to
our enlightened cause!” Blair
declares. The issue bears such
weight that encounters between
the members of Ancient Horror
Liberation Front and Eternal
Horror Salvation Society often
end in a brawl and a night in jail.
HSDL faced a similar internal dispute. ”The Human Sanity Defense League is right to oppose the Ancient Horror Liberation Front and the Eternal Horror Salvation Society, but for the
wrong reason,” Bernard Chattoway of the Human’s Sanity Conservation Coalition states confidently. ”Knickerbagel and his
followers think that the organizations that aim to free the ancient gods and other spawns of
evil are the worst threat. We in
the HSCC are not so easily misled. Yes, we do need to oppose the
acts of those organizations but
no, the cosmic horrors are the actual threat, not the organizations

that want to free them!” Chattoway continues.
Things got complicated two
years ago, when AHLF and
HSCC formed an alliance to fight
the EHSS. The organizations put
aside their disagreements to fight
a common enemy. ”EHSS openly states that the brain-sucking
would happen via the LEFT ear!
Such communist ideas can not
be tolerated!” Baldwin preaches,
with Chattoway nodding enthusiastically. The HSDL felt left
out, and formed their own alliance with the EHSS to oppose the
dominant power of the AHLFHSCC alliance. So far, at least
thirty members have been killed
in the inter-alliance wars. Rumors say that not all deaths were
caused by conventional means,
but the leaders of the organizations refuse to comment.
Fortunately the sleeping gods
are patient, since this battle for
their rights may take some time. HL
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Lem’s All-You-Can-Eat
BBQ Buffet
I CAME HERE on Thursday
evening. I hadn’t eaten all day
and was looking forward to having a hearty dinner. At first
everything was great. The restaurant was very busy and I didn’t
have a reservation. The staff was
very professional and I got a table within few minutes. The restaurant’s décor was too basic for
my liking. The place was missing
any kind of altars or torture devices, but I suppose some might
like that. I helped myself to the
salad bar; the vegetables and condiments were all very fresh. The
issues started when I grabbed
the nearest human from the barbeque grill. I had barely dragged
him to my table and started eating when a huge commotion started, the restaurant’s other customers were staring and pointing at
me, and one of the staff ran up
to me. Apparently, at an all-youcan-eat buffet you’re not allowed
to eat food that is not explicitly

placed on the buffet table, and it’s
particularly forbidden to eat other customers. I calmly explained
to the waiter that as a customer,
I have the right to eat whatever
I want, and their name after all
is Lem’s All-You-Can-Eat BBQ
Buffet, so why wouldn’t I eat all
that I can? The waiter left. I presumed that he realized that the
customer was always right, but I
was wrong. He only went to get
the restaurant manager, who
tried to get me to leave the restaurant immediately, no refunds.
We went back and forth for a
while, and finally he agreed to let
me finish my dish first. As I ate,
he was standing there policing,
probably afraid I might go and
have a second helping at a goddamn all-you-can-eat buffet. The
name is extremely misleading,
and I will be taking it up with the
owners. Also, the human was too
raw and greasy. One pentagram
out of five. PO
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s. Worthington, who by
the way was a dazzling
sight in her gown, walked
down the redwood stairs,
gliding like swan on the slightly frozen surface of a lake.
She gasped as the morning’s
soft yellow light revealed
the terrifying carnage
which had taken place in
the great hall.
Three of six servants
laid face down on the
huge green carpet that
was stained with blood.
The fourth body, whose
throat was sliced open,
was sitting neatly in a
chair next to the longcase
clock. A fifth servant was
on his back, his body halfway into the corridor leading
towards the kitchen. Ms. Worthington only had time to see the
tips of his shoes. The sixth servant was nowhere to be seen.
The next thing that Ms. Worthington saw, once she had been
lifted from the floor and carried
into the parlor, was the sweating face of the gardener. He had
strolled in after hearing the high
pitch scream that had unwittingly burst from her lungs just before she collapsed down the two
last steps of the stairs and hit her
ever so regal nose on a tiny table.
“Are you okay, Lady W?” the
gardener puffed, while holding
her cold, delicate hand.
“Umm.. what?” She moaned
and mumbled something incoherent, then came to and sputtered a
sprinkle of small blood drops on
her attendant’s face.
“Mr. Compton? What in earth
are you doing? What is happening? Tell me at once! And why
is your face all bloody?” she demanded now more vigorously.
“Lady W, there has been an
a-accident...and I should call for
help,” the gardener explained,
twisting his cap between his fingers. Red droplets merged with
his sweat and slithered down his
cheeks, leaving pink stripes.
“Look here now, Mr. Compton.
You are going to tell me what has
happened, or somebody else will.
Where is Theresa? Theresa!” she
yelled, looking around the parlor
for the servant girl.
Mr. Compton laid his hands
gently on Ms. Worthington’s
shoulders. The lady of the house
stared at his still dripping face
with a pompous look.
4

“T-t-theresa is gone. D-d-dead.
Killed. No question about it,
Lady W,” the shaking Mr. Compton stuttered.
As the realization hit Ms. Worthington, her complexion turned
greyish white. It had happened.
The massacre in the hall wasn’t
a product of a vivid imagination
in the form of a dream. For a moment there, she thought, she was
totally losing the plot.
“A-are they all dead?” she
whimpered.
“By the looks of it,” the gardener replied after he had gathered together some bits and pieces of rickety courage. Ms. Worthington sat there few moments,
then pulled herself sort of together and ordered Mr. Compton to
take a horse and ride to the village. Officer Meller would come
and make some sense of this
mess, she thought.
“But Lady, I can’t leave you
here with the.. you know,” he
said as he nodded his head towards the hall.
“I will be fine, thank you, Mr.
Compton,” she said, and to prove
it she stood up from the settee
with a little fumble.
“Now, carry on with your duties,” she commanded, clapping
her hands like she had flour on
them.
“Yes my lady, I will be back as
soon as possible,” the gardener
promised and sprinted to the hall
door. He carefully opened it just

a little and squeezed between the
doors to the other side to prevent
oh-so-delicate Lady W from seeing the terrible horrors again.
Six and a half hours later,
Ms. Worthington put a gold
plated clock back on the parlor table and tapped her
oval shaped fingernails on
it. Mr. Compton hadn’t returned. She had thought
about going to the hall
and facing the frightening scene, but hadn’t
managed the guts for doing that. The house began
to become slightly chilled,
because the servants weren’t lighting fireplaces, or
serving tea. Those lazy, nogood, useless people. Just lying there, dead, and expecting
her ladyship to do their work.
Soon the late fall sun would
set and then there would be darkness. Ms. Worthington suddenly realized that she had to get
her hands dirty, if the gardener
wasn’t going to be there to take
care of her. Where was he, by the
way? The thought of him going
easy on the horse in this kind of
emergency annoyed her considerably. She grabbed a candlestick
and was, powered by anger, about
to go to the kitchen for some tea,
when irritation turned to creeping fear because of the voice. A
spine crawling wail came from
just outside the parlor door.
Every inch of her skin
turned into goosebumps.
Ms. Worthington was,
like so many others
of her of financial
status, a pampered,
candy-assed, upscale
lady who had never
needed to do things
for herself. Her assumption of getting some candles
lit was that there
was always fire
to be found on the
kitchen stove. Cold,
long nailed fingers of understanding her own
particular vulnerability touched her neck
with a firm grip. For a
second, she stood there
staring at the door handles. Then, when a handle moved remotely to the
right, on sheer instinct she
leaped towards a chair next to
the doors and jammed it under

the handles. Whoever was behind
the door started turning the handle violently. She backed away
from the rumble, groping random furniture as she slowly retreated. Next to the stupendous
fireplace was a set of different
pokers and other heavy metallic
rods. She chose the heaviest looking with a sharp spike at the end,
but when the racket grew louder she switched to far lighter one
for more fierce swinging. Though
it may not have done much good,
because the only thing she had
ever waved was her finger. In the
air, towards the servants who,
she thought, were not so useless
after all, if only they were alive!
Her own breathing sounded to
her ears like a freight train passing through Pennington station.
Ms. Worthington was moments
away from having a massive panic attack, when somewhere in her
aristocratic, barrel raised mind,
she figured out a need for something calming. That was when
she made a huge mistake.
She chugged down a big crystal glass full of fine, strong brandy. It didn’t take long for her to
feel the soothing warmth of the
alcohol. It gave her temporary
courage, which suddenly stepped
aside and left nothing more than
pure horror at recognizing the
feeling of being drunk. She staggered across the large room to
the doors. The clangour of the
handles had remained the same
as it was at its loudest, but when
she approached, it weakened and
then stopped completely. Brandy
had made her mind scared and
confused. So, in spite of her royally useless condition, she decided to confront whatever awaited
behind the door.
“You there!” she slurred
through the doors. A door handle turned tentatively and then
the scrabbling started again, and
then it seized. She could hear
kind of a drooling, panting, and
loud sniffing. She gripped the
poker firmly.
“Go away!” she yelled, and to
her astonishment, giggled. Then
she heard running footsteps receding from the door. Ms. Worthington turned around rapidly and headed for the windowed
doors. She reached the center of

the room when the parlor’s back
door opened. Running with continuous momentum, she sprang
around again in the opposite direction. She crashed over the settee and scrambled to her feet.
Pain struck her lower back as she
struggled to flee the attacker. Hot
blood gushed along her back. She
fell again and suddenly saw what
was after her. A huge, doglike
head with sharp, blood-stained
teeth stared at her with its light
amber eyes. The creature’s chest
was also covered in blood, a scarlet stain across its black hide.
The thing raised up onto its back
legs and an ear tearing howl
sliced the air. At least two meters
tall, the monster straightened its
neck for its unholy singing. Ms.
Worthington crawled along the
floor. The beast arched its back to
a prowling position and prepared
to lunge. Ms. Worthington kicked
the demon in the mouth, momentarily distracting it. As the monster shook its head, Ms. Worthington stumbled to the doors and
hauled the chair away.
She rushed to the hall and,
stupidly enough, ran to the
stairs. She stormed towards
the master bedroom, and as she
turned to close the two massive
doors she saw the beast bounding up the stairs on all fours as
fast as a cheetah she had seen
in Africa. The creature reached
top of the stairs as she pushed
the doors shut. She locked them,
breathing heavily. She could
hear the thing growling behind
the door. And scratching. The
dim light was just enough to see,
but not for long. She didn’t even
know if there were any tinderboxes in the room, so she franticly started scavenging the drawers. There were none to be found
and the clawing didn’t stop.
Ms. Worthington looked once
again at the clock on the nightstand. It was now ten in the
evening and the only thing
that shed light in the room was
the full moon. She sat on the
floor, trembling, and wondered
how come the big beast hadn’t
breached the bedroom, even with
hours of scratching. As she had
had time to ponder things, she
had come to conclusion that the
creature was at least a bit intelligent, as it had turned the door
handle
downstairs.
And waited, listened.
The clawing hadn’t
stopped yet either, so
the thing was persistent.
But why had it taken so
long for it to go for the
back door? Suffering
a slight blood loss,
her mind didn’t have
enough capacity to
comprehend these speculations, so she started thinking
about escaping through the
upstairs window. Her deliberations were interrupted
by other kinds of sounds
coming from outside. She
got up, and to her horror she saw a another
beast walking along the
moon illuminated road
towards the house. Suddenly the clawing stopped. She
hurried to the door to listen
and heard the familiar panting. Then she heard steps on
the wooden stairs, nails pecking the boards.
She inched to the doors and
put her ear against the smooth

wood. At first, she heard only
growling and sort of croaking.
Then... then definitely speech.
English words.
“I told you to take the translator with you when we left the
ship. Now look what have you
done!” the first voice spoke angrily. Snarling. Then, another voice.
“I’m sorry, I always forget. You
know me. Remember what happened on Vatrey 7?” the other one
said apologetically. Laughter. Silence.
I’m mental, she thought. I
have lost it because of the shock.
I’m also probably dying. She
started to go into actual shock,
but one must admit that, for a
lady in her position, she had held
it together quite well for so long.
When she was on the verge
of fainting the first voice spoke
again, “Madam? Excuse me, madam?” Then in a muzzled voice,
“Did you kill her too, tosser?” followed by the smacking sound of a
slap hitting wet skin, and a little
squeak.
“Erm.. Madam? We were just
wondering if you would like to
come join us for a nice cup of
good old tea? Here’s the thing.
My partner, Mr. Kronk and I,
Mr. Gerrel, are visiting Earth,
and he honestly didn’t know you
folks break so easily, so he might
have done a little damage. And
as young and eager as he is, he
might have been somewhat much
for you to handle. Then there is

the fact that he’s always in such
a hurry and, once again, forgot
to put on his language translator. It must have sounded all
gibberish to you when he spoke
our language. By the way, how
does it sound? You know, people
are always wondering how their
speech must sound to others. Sorry, that’s not important, but what
is is that he was only trying to get
somebody to serve him some tea.
We got tea couple of years ago
from a certain Terdoinian, who
was also exploring the universe.
From that moment on, I for one,
have dreamed of a cup. And this
is England, right? Or have you
set the coordinates wrong again?
Sorry, those last words were
meant for poor Mr. Kronk. And..
and I’m sorry to inform you that
a man, I think, that was riding on
a delicious being, dropped to the
ground lifeless as he saw me. Can
you imagine? I guess he was coming from here, right? Ha ha,” Mr.
Gerrel laughed nervously.
Lady Worthington stood up in
the bedroom and put her hand on
the door handle. She opened the
door and gazed upon the two, tall
monsters and said, “Well, a lady
never turns down an invitation
for a cup tea and some sophisticated conversation.”
So, they all went to the kitchen and had quite a laugh while
trying to figure out how the stove
was lit, and the tea was made.
End. MS
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Miasma
THE BOWELS OF THE EARTH:
A FETID HISTORY

GOTHIC DISILLUSIONMENT:
THE PLAGUE OF EXISTENCE
A special collection of shrouds,
coffins, religious and ceremonial items, tomes, alchemical tools, and instruments
of torture. On loan from the
Royal Academy of Thanatopic
Studies.  

ENNUI: WHO CARES?
A permanent collection of
items that people leave behind
when they die, framed to enhance feelings of despair, disapproval, regret, and guilt.

Chapter 2: ’Death’ Doesn’t Leave Trails

O

At the Cratloe-Bailey, I was (and
apparently the staff was, as well)
prepared to wait for him since he
had never appeared at a promised time. But this time I was surprised since he appeared only after
30 minutes. And he had company.
Shackelford was tall compared
to any man, but this mysterious
character next to him was even
taller. Without any introduction, they took chairs and continued to gossip in a strange, eastern-sounding language. The waitress brought tea service for four,
and after few cups the stranger
gave a small bag to Shackelford
and then left.

“Who was this friend of yours?”
“Him? Don’t bother yourself
about him, but don’t forget as
well.”
At this point, he opened a bag
and retrieved something, which
he put under his tongue.
“We will meet him a few times
more in the future.”
After placing some snuff under
his upper lip, we finally ordered
and had an unforgettable brunch.
After eating we continued the
conversation, smoking and enjoying some afternoon brandy, until
we were interrupted.
Shackelford had often helped police on strange cases (or more likely other way around), and once
again it looked like they would
need Shackelford’s help. Our
brunch was interrupted by an urgent message, which stated that
Shackelford was needed at the
harbor. Shackelford extinguished
the remains of his cigar and then
ate it. After emptying the whole
ashtray through his nostrils, we
went outside and found there was
a horse carriage waiting for us.
At the harbor, we were guided
to a dark building surrounded
by police officers, and finally to a
small dining room where inspector O’Leary was waiting for us.
Without anyone saying anything,
it was clear that a man sitting on
a chair and leaning on the table

MIASMA is a dystopian art
museum located downtown.
Its name, Miasma, alludes
to the basic realization that
everything is doomed to rot,
and that joy is the transient
illusion of fools.  Miasma is
administered under the auspices of the Foundation for
Energumenical Arts and Research. Its primary role is to
publicly enhance the misery of
the human condition through
sensory attacks utilising historic context and contemporary
art, and to generally weaken
the intestinal fortitude of the
masses. The baser functions
of the museum are accomplished through a combination
of changing exhibitions and
permanent collections, along
with interactive presentations
and programs. Together with
the subliminal programming of
the Miasma Theatre, they constitute a complete exercise in
the futility of life. The collection is presented to the public
in periodically changing thematic exhibitions. CL

A study of the objects that assault our senses and sensibilities. From Nepalese chamber
pots to Pre-Colombian enema
tubes, bodily functions are a
fact of our meager existence,
and the widely varied tools and
methods we use to cope with
them have defined us over time
and across cultures.  

Unexpected Visitor
nce again I was highly privileged, thanks
to my close friend Professor William A.G.
Shackelford, master of both neurochemistry and occultism, who
offered me the chance to enjoy
brunch in Bunratty’s most famous restaurant. This morning, the messenger boy brought
a message from him, in which
he requested that I join him at
the Cratloe-Bailey Charthouse.
I had tried to book a table from
there a few times before, but in
the best case scenario there was
a free reservation only after one
year. I can only imagine how this
always mysterious friend of mine
was able to get a table in such a
short period of time.

This coming season we have
a particularly exhaustive
selection of art exhibitions
from all around the globe.

was dead. Shackelford went to
the bowl, which seemed to have
been the poor man’s last dinner,
and scooped a few spoonfuls of
cold soup into his mouth.
“Cyanide,” he broke the silence
after swallowing.
“Enough to kill a small army,
but this man was dead before he
had any.”
“How come?” I asked, wondering.
“Well, cyanide rarely causes
empty eye holes and dry skin.”
He gently turned the dead man
and clearly he was right again.
The remains of the man had no
eyes, only holes where the eyes
should have been, and he was so
dry and skinny that it seemed
like he had been there for years.
“Michael Smith,” the inspector
read from his notes, “an accountant at the harbor, described as
overweight, and very hardworking
but with a drinking problem. Always arrived to work on time and
always left last. Never had vacation until last week, and after not
reporting to work was pronounced
missing. Today, the weekly cleaning lady found him like this.
“Overweight?” I asked. “But this
corpse looks like he has had nothing to eat since the last century.”
“We were suspicious, as well,
at first, but our boys from the lab

made an investigation, and there
is no doubt that this was Michael
Smith,” stated O’Leary.
Shackelford said nothing. He took
a few more spoonfuls from the
poisoned soup, and wandered to
the next room as though searching for something, while opening
his hip flask.
“Yes,” he finally said. “There are
way too many things which don’t
fit the picture,” he continued as
he emptied the whole flask with
one shot, and started to pull another from his pockets.
“How long he was gone again?”
“A week ago Tuesday he went
on vacation, and this past Tuesday he didn’t report to work. On
Thursday, somebody from his
work contacted the police, and today we found him like this,” read
O’Leary from his notes.
“So, we may presume something happened to him within
less than a week, which caused a
100 pound weight loss,” Shackelford spoke.
“But if we take a look at this
mantel,” he went right next to the
mantelpiece, pressed his finger
against one of his nostrils, and
sniffed the mantelpiece from end
to with the other.
“There is more than two weeks
worth of dust,” he stated as he
wiped his nose, “but our drinker
was missing for a week and the
cleaning lady pays a visit every
week.” He emptied the fourth hip
flask and started to look for fifth.
“Do you have any idea of what
happened here?” asked the inspector.
Shackelford swallowed the
snuff from his mouth and placed
new wad under his upper lip.
“Well,” he began, “It seems to
me that somebody found some-

thing, and somebody else didn’t
like this.”
“Well, that’s really helpful,”
O’Leary said.
“What I find more confusing,”
Shackelford continued while
walking back to the kitchen, “is
how poorly somebody attempted
to make this murder look like it
was a poisoning” he said as he
scooped the last of the deadly
soup into his mouth.
“So,” I asked, “this was a murder?”
“Too soon to say. Possibly an
accident. But the real question is
how.”
“Any ideas?” O’Leary asked.
“Hmm... I need to do some research before I can say anything.”
Later we went to the university,
to Shackelford’s room. I must say,
no matter how many times I see
him working to his fullest, it is
always such an amazing event. I
haven’t met anyone who puts so
much power into mental work.
He goes to his favorite chair, and
may sit there for hours without
saying or moving at all. Only once
in a while, he rises to go into his
personal library, or to pour some
whiskey, scotch, red wine, white
wine, brandy and vodka into same
bucket and sip from it for a while.
Or he spends some time with his
pet frogs, giving them something
to eat, and licking their backs. Or
like today, when he took a taxidermied owl he bought yesterday,
and after a complex chemical procedure, he transformed it into liquid form and injected it straight
into his veins.
Finally he stood up.
“We need to make a little visit,” he stated happily.
“Where?”
“To the last opium den, which
still lets me in.” HH
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the servants’ wing, we saw Celia
the chambermaid and John the
footman… I stopped my reminiscing right there. That memory was
too much.
My cheeks flushed with embarrassment. I was supposed to
be the adult guardian, and within
two minutes of meeting her, I had
lowered myself down to Cynthia’s
level and risked falling even further! However, after a while, I let
go – we had a delightful evening,
and the next morning, our journey began.

Emmanuel Arsé

Deep Below

Or, How Undercover Adventures
Threatened My Virtue

W

hen Aunt Emerald
wrote asking me to
join my cousin Cynthia as her guardian
on a cruise around the Mediterranean, I did not know what to
think. Cousin Cynthia, as I called
her – actually, she is some sort of
second cousin twice removed; our
family tree is a bit hazy on that
account – was two years younger than me, only 20, but still so
much more experienced and
worldly that I had a hard time
imagining myself acting as her
guardian. On the contrary, I felt
that I would have to defer to dear
Cynthia’s advice in many matters
if I ever dared to travel with her.
We were supposed to travel
(on our own!) from Dover to Calais and continue to Marseille,
where we would board the good
ship Purity. It would sail down
to the North African shore and
all the way around the sea nearly
to Egypt before crossing the sea
again and making port at Rome.
All this because Cousin Cynthia
had managed to obtain some sort
of science scholarship and intended to study the currents and
winds of the Mediterranean! I
had never even known that science scholarships were awarded
at young ladies’ boarding schools.
My own school, dear Mrs. Beechworth’s Preparatory Academy
for Respectable Ladies, awards
scholarships mainly to those who
are quickest to learn Horace’s
lines by heart. In restless moments I have sometimes dared to
wonder whether we young ladies
might be encouraged to learn also
other skills.
Therefore I hesitated upon receiving this request – but what
could I do? My prospects were
dwindling, if you understand
what I mean. I was 22 years old
and still unmarried. My guardians, dear Uncle Justus and Aunt
Eugenia, had done their best to
find a husband for me, devoting
the lion’s share of their meagre
resources to the task. I was introduced to a never-ending parade of
baronet’s sons and near-enoughto-peers, each one more repulsive than the next. Although, to
tell the truth, nothing was really
wrong with any of the men. The
fault lay with me. Ever since I
was a little girl, I had felt that I
was not destined to sail into the
haven of marriage. Men frighten
me, and I certainly do not understand them. I wished that I could
find some niche in the world to
curl up in without having to respond to the demands placed
6

upon my sex by men. Thus, I
had declined my suitors, and imagined I could detect a certain
relief on their faces as well. The
men and I may well have been
of like mind regarding my marriageability.
As long as I studied at my dear
old boarding school, my situation was easy. But now my school
years were over – had been, in
fact, for well over a year. One after the other, my school friends
had left me: one travelled to Ireland to marry the son of a baron,
another to Northumberland as
the bride of a baronet, and others
dispersed goodness knows where
to every county and colony, all to
marry! I had first remained at the
school to further my studies, but
the opportunities for that were
slim. Then I had taken up the
task of assistant teacher with the
youngest girls, and had also taken the school’s atmospheric, but
rather neglected, library under
my wing. I lived in a little room
in the school’s North Tower and
often gazed out at the northern
moors wondering about the path
my life was going to take. Somewhere out there, in the world beyond the gloomy, misty mounds,
awaited my destiny. It scared me;
it seemed to stretch its long limbs
out to grab me from my shelter.
I wished to stay on at my
school, but I knew it was no
longer possible. Years ago, my
dear departed parents had contributed a large sum of money to
the school for the purpose of my
education, but now it had run
out. I was given room and board
in exchange for my small work
contribution, but the school could
not afford to – nor did it intend
to – hire me on for a full-time position. The school’s philosophy
stated that it was a young lady’s
sacred task to act as the heart of
her family. The other teachers
were elderly men or respectable
widows whose financial position
forced them to take on paid work.
Mrs. Beechworth’s Preparatory
Academy for Respectable Ladies
had no place for a woman of marriageable age.
I thought about my future until
late at night. Finally, I went to
bed and had a most strange and
frightening dream.
In my dream, I was floating
above a dark green sea. The sky
was grey, cut by silent bolts of
lightning. I drifted down closer to
the surface of the sea until suddenly I dove beneath it. The water did not feel wet or cold; only

its pressure seemed to squeeze
me from every direction as I fell
deeper. Even that sensation was
not unpleasant, on the contrary.
My whole body started to tingle as
I descended towards the seafloor.
I landed in a city with streets
and houses diverging at odd angles. I realized that the city was
ancient, much older than the Atlantis of legend, and not wrought
by human hands. I wanted to
escape, but an irresistible force
pulled me towards a palace or
temple that arose amidst the city
on the seafloor. The form of this
palace was even more wildly unnatural than the twisted streets
and towers.
One blink of an eye later I
was inside the palace. At its core
was an enormous chamber whose
walls disappeared into the darkness. A cold, blue-green glow lit
the sarcophagus standing on the
floor. The stone coffin was covered in strange engravings that
made me shiver inside, as if I
had always known those mysterious shapes, but only now remembered them. I remained afloat
above the sarcophagus.
At the same time I became
conscious of the Creature who
slept in the coffin, deep in the
eternal slumber of death. Death,
however, was no hindrance to the
Creature. It had lain in its coffin
so long that death itself had rotted and fallen off, leaving only
an existence hard as a black diamond. I felt It shifting.
To my terror, I realized that
the Creature was conscious of my
presence. It had summoned me
here. And now It would judge me.
Suddenly the palace disappeared and I was left in the emptiness between worlds. The mind
of the Creature surrounded me
and stripped me nude. I wanted It to do so! I wished that my
humble body and mind would be
a worthy sacrifice to It.
I felt It approach me, ready to
penetrate me everywhere, take
me whole. My fear and horror
multiplied, although at the same
time, every fibre of my being was
anticipating the coming fulfilment as the Creature’s sacrifice.
The Creature came closer, invisible. It almost touched me –
My own scream woke me, mingled with the crowing of the
rooster belonging to Mrs. Peters,
the school’s housekeeper. It took
me quite a while to return to the
grey and damp May morning. My
sheets were twisted around my
limbs like the tentacles of a giant

octopus, and my nightgown was
rolled around my neck. I was covered in hot, wet sweat all over. I
blushed thinking of what I must
look like and thanked my luck for
not having a roommate.
The dream planted a restlessness in my soul. It helped me
make up my mind. Of course I
would join Cynthia on her travels!
As soon as I had collected myself, I sat down at my desk and
wrote an affirmative answer to
Aunt Emerald’s letter. In the
morning mist, I walked all the
way to the village letterbox so
that I could not regret my action.
When I came back, I marched
straight to the headmaster’s office
and stated that I would be leaving within two weeks. I knew that
I could not return here, at least
not with my current marital status. I did not know where I would
end up after Cousin Cynthia’s
voyage. I would probably join my
aunt and uncle in their confined
city residence. I did not think
about it – at least for a while, I
felt almost wild, almost free. And
very scared. I had already forgotten my dream by then, but I felt
an invisible call luring me away
from my place of safety.
I met Cousin Cynthia exactly 15
days later in Dover, in Wilkinson’s inn, which was plain but
of good reputation. Cynthia had
travelled alone! She was not accompanied by as much as a maid,
let alone a footman! She sat in
the lobby sipping tea when I arrived and instantly embraced me.
“Cousin Maude! How wonderful to see you!” She kissed me and
pulled me to her table before I
could even think of signing in at
the hotel.
“Don’t worry, I already booked
a room for us,” Cynthia said, and
with an unobtrusive gesture, she
summoned a boy to take my bag. I
noticed Cynthia looking after the
boy. She noticed that I, too, looked
at him as he climbed the stairs.
“Handsome!” Cynthia started to giggle. I tried to compose
my features into a disapproving scowl, but it was difficult
with my dear cousin chuckling
in front of me, eyes sparkling. A
smile slipped out, and soon I was
laughing as well. Here we were
giggling like a couple of 14-yearolds! I suddenly remembered
what Cynthia had been like years
ago – she had lured me along to
hide in the bushes in the garden
of her mother’s mansion, and we
saw the stable boys passing water
in the rubbish heap. And once, in

We travelled through France
to Marseille by train. Cynthia
was carrying a notable amount
of scientific apparatus that she
had to look after. Also in other respects, my concerns for her
“childishness” were unfounded:
Cynthia was the one who, in fluent French, ordered our meals
and negotiated rides to hotels. As
I had thought, I was the one in
need of a guardian.
Cynthia also managed to keep
a tight rein on the men who approached us. I had not realized
that French men could be so – enthusiastic. I felt that Cynthia allowed them far too much liberty,
but somehow she still succeeded in driving them off in the end
without jeopardizing anyone’s
reputation. She even concocted a
story about a fiancé waiting at the
end of the journey for the unfortunate Lyonnais gentleman who
was waiting at the railway station
with roses and who knows what
extravagant alcoholic beverage.
He had come to propose to me.
Me!
In the carriage, as the train
jerked into motion, I had to resort to my small bottle of smelling
salts as Cynthia made clear the
man’s intentions – I had escaped
him into the carriage before Cynthia, coward that I was. Cynthia
laughed and brushed my flushed
cheek gently.
“Men,” she stated, amused, but
in a tone that I could not consider entirely appropriate for an unmarried lady of her age. I was
ready to start lecturing her on
suitable behaviour when she suddenly went serious, looked at me,
and said, “Now I have to tell you
more about what we are intending to do in the Mediterranean.
We are looking for a man,” Cynthia said evenly, as if speaking of
the need to locate a piece of knitting gone astray. “A very particular man,” she continued, lowering
her voice.
I did not understand at all
what Cynthia was talking about,
except that she was clearly overstepping the bounds of propriety.
Did she imagine she could find
a husband with her curious scientific interests? On a ship that
was probably full of sailors with
filthy mouths? Cynthia needed to
be disciplined, and quickly! I had
acted far too wantonly myself,
even upsetting some poor French
gentleman with my behaviour.
Before I could act on any of my
intentions, Cynthia leaned closer
to me and whispered, “Have you
ever heard of Captain Omen?”
I was baffled. I was about to
say I certainly had not, but that
would have been a lie. I had indeed heard of Captain Omen, and
in a most shocking way – at least
by the standards of my sheltered
life.

A month ago I had been helping
Mrs. Peters, because one of the
maids had run off and the other
one was ill. I was changing the
sheets in the older girls’ dormitory when I found a newspaper clipping under the mattress of a girl
named Muriel. It had clearly been
read frequently, but I could still
see that it came from one of the
most disreputable publications
of our gutter press. I would have
thrown it away, as these kinds
of newspapers should definitely
not fall into the hands of our students. However, I could not put
the clipping down, because the
image on it captured my gaze. It
portrayed Captain Omen.
The artist had depicted his
Oriental features skilfully. Omen,
wearing an outfit that combined
British and Oriental influences, fondled a walking stick. He
seemed erect, powerful, manly
beyond all limits.
What startled me the most
were Captain Omen’s eyes. Even
though the image was merely an
engraved printing plate, the penetrating, captivating gaze seemed
to pierce the paper and meet my
eyes, inflaming my innermost being with a dark fire.
I confiscated the clipping immediately. However, instead of
reporting my find to Mrs. Rutles,
Muriel’s superintending teacher,
as I should have done, I kept it
for myself. I told myself I would
soon take it to Mrs. Rutles, but
the days passed. A month later I
still had the clipping. Actually, I
had it with me on our journey. I
had been using it as a bookmark
while reading T. G. Honour’s The
Young Lady’s Guide to a Virtuous
Life. Even though, I had to admit,
I had often simply opened the
book in the evening and stared at
the bookmark until I felt so restless that I had to put it away.

worth-Pumphrey’s family. The
oldest daughter, Lady Desirée
Harmsworth-Pumphrey, 20 years
of age, has been missing all this
time. She was last seen walking
from her hotel in Antibes towards
the harbour at night. The purpose
of the high-born lady’s outing is
unknown.
Earlier that same night, the
lady’s father, Earl HarmsworthPumphrey, had held a dinner
reception at the hotel. A mysterious dark stranger had also attended. He had introduced himself as a wealthy prince from the
Orient, who had done business
with a friend of the earl’s. The
earl had bid the prince welcome,
and he had proven to be excellent
company all evening. Thus Earl
Harmsworth-Pumphrey had allowed the stranger to dance with
his very own daughter. Lady Desirée and the prince had enjoyed
each other’s company.
As the evening drew to a close,
the prince had entertained the
party with a display of mesmerism, with Lady Desirée acting
as his assistant. The prince had
put the lady into a state of mesmerized sleep and asked her various questions. Soon after this,
the lady had withdrawn to her
room, and an hour later, the rest
of the family had also bid the party goodnight.
The disappearance of Lady Desirée was noticed in the morning.
When enquiries after the matter were made, some residents
of the city reported having seen
the lady walking towards the harbour “as if in a dream” and only
partly acceptably dressed. One
eyewitness, who is known in the
harbour as an incurable slave of
opium, said that a dark male figure had been following the lady.
“It was Captain Omen,” said the
man. It was soon discovered that
Captain Omen’s description fit
I told Cynthia to wait a moment suspiciously well to that of the
and dug the book out of my suit- mysterious prince who had entercase. I opened the clipping in my tained the earl’s party the previlap. Again, I saw Captain Omen’s ous evening. The earl made eneyes and was startled into letting quiries at the British Consulate
out a cry. Cynthia misunderstood. and found out that neither the
“He certainly is handsome!” prince nor his supposed principalshe grinned.
ity even existed. The disappearThat, however, was not why ance of Earl Harmsworth-PumI had cried. Suddenly Captain phrey’s daughter has caused an
Omen awoke in me a memory I extraordinary amount of speculahad suppressed. The very night tion and lamenting this season in
I had had my terrible dream, I Antibes, and even all the way in
had been gazing at the image of Saint-Tropez.
”Yet more rumours and misinthe captain, pretending to contemplate the useful advice of the formation!” Cynthia scoffed and
Guide. I had fallen asleep with then fell silent. “Perhaps at this
the eyes of Captain Omen fixed stage it is better for them not to
know… what is in store for Lady
on mine.
And now those eyes seemed to Desirée.”
Had my eyes been right? Had
speak to me. In some vague way
I understood that Captain Omen Cynthia’s face flushed as if she
had also known the Creature. had finally met something she
That It called to him, as It called considered inappropriate? This
to me. It was as though we were made my own face turn red. Cynsiblings, parts of something big- thia bent down very close to me
ger.
and spoke in urgent whispers.
”My father, my real father, the
“Oh, I haven’t read this yet,”
Cynthia said and tore the clip- one you haven’t met, works for
ping from my hand. At the same the Queen’s Secret Service. He
time, my strange thought about recruited me 18 months ago to
Captain Omen disappeared as carry out certain missions that
demand extreme confidentiality
though it had never existed.
Cynthia was devouring the and, on the other hand, are suittext. I had naturally also read the ed to our sex. This is my third
article associated with the pic- mission, and so far the most danture, many times. This is (approx- gerous and difficult one. And now,
imately) how it went:
I’m asking you to help me.”
CAPTAIN OMEN LINKED
I stared mutely at Cynthia.
TO DISAPPEARANCE
She seemed to be expecting someOur correspondent in the thing. I nodded in astonishment
Côte d’Azur recounts the month- to make her continue.
long distress of Earl Harms
“Thank you, Cousin Maude! I

knew you were always ready for
adventure!”
I cleared my throat in order to
tell Cynthia that I was certainly
not going to join her in any secret
derring-do. But she ignored me
and continued.
”Captain Omen must be
stopped before he ruins the best
of noble British young ladyhood!
That would mean breaking the
entire moral spine of the Empire,
leading to the destruction of the
world.”
Again I saw before me the eyes
of Captain Omen. I listened wordlessly as Cynthia lowered her
voice, sounding even more mysterious.
”Captain Omen belongs to a
shadowy Oriental cult that is extremely ancient, secretive, and
fantastically immoral from a European viewpoint. You can surely
guess that I am not about to explain their habits and customs
in further detail. However, the
threat posed by Omen is this: he
is a master of Oriental mesmerism.” Cynthia drew her breath,
cheeks aglow.
”It is said that Omen is capable of awaking Lilith, that ancient and immoral spirit, within
the soul of the most demure and
innocent of ladies. The first mesmeric treatment makes the lady
long for Omen. The second treatment changes her.” Cynthia’s
voice had gone husky.
”It is said – and this information has been collected by the
Queen’s Secret Service from numerous dubious, fragmented
sources during months of work
– that Captain Omen entices the
daughters of nobility to his ship
on the Mediterranean. This ship
turns up in the ports of Morocco, Egypt, and sometimes Spain
and Greece to provide its services. It appears to be some kind of
maison close on water,” Cynthia
whispered urgently.
I had to cry out in disgust. I
knew the word, although I would
never speak it out loud, even in
French, that language of loose
morals.
”According to the imperfect information we have obtained, the
ship is full of fair women whose
racial characteristics suggest the
very best families in Britain. And
these women give themselves
to… provide services to… men…
voluntarily!” Cynthia said the
last word at an almost normal
volume, and I looked around us,
frightened. We were alone in the
compartment.
I had not understood half of
what Cynthia had said.
“It must be because of Captain
Omen’s heathen skills. We don’t
know how he does it. We don’t
know how his ship can just appear in ports as if out of nowhere. We only know the name
of his ship.” Cynthia’s voice was
now so low I could hardly hear
it. “Naughtilus,” she whispered.
“And the two of us have to stop it
and Captain Omen. We can best
accomplish this by letting ourselves be captured by him.”
Fortunately, I was still holding
my bottle of smelling salts.
This is the end of Part 1.
See www.hysfk.fi/arse
for the complete story (Not
Suitable For Children).

Uncle Freddy's corner
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Hidden message.
Uncle Freddy left me a message. Would you help me to read it?

The Maze.
Help the little teddy to get out of the maze.

& i m p o rt e r s
'''''''''''''''''''''''''
Our family-run business markets the
finest mortiferous medicinals in Europe.
Our agents search every corner of the world
to bring you the best of the worst in
FATAL FLORA AND FUNGI.
Fresh plants sourced direct from
Rappaccini’s Conservatory and Gardens.
Seasonal specials
Ø'''''''''''''''''''''''''Ù
HERBS:

FUNGI:

Monkshood, Aconitum napellus
Fly Agaric, Amanita muscaria
Deadly Nightshade, Atropa belladonna
Death Cap, Amanita phalloides
European White Bryony, Bryonia alba
Destroying Angels, Amanita virosa
Hemlock, Conium maculatum
Deadly Webcap, Cortinarius rubellus
Foxglove, Digitalis purpurea
Autumn Skullcap, Galerina marginata
False Morel, Gyromitra esculenta
Himalayan Mandrake, Mandragora caulescens
Deadly Dapperling, Lepiota brunneoincarnata
Dropwort, Oenanthe crocata
Angel Wing, Pleurocybella porrigens
Bloodroot, Sanguinaria canadensis
Hellebore, Veratrum album

New this month:
Ø'''''''''''''''''''''''''Ù
Quaker Buttons, Strychnos nux-vomica, from the Malay Archipelago
Podostroma Cornu-damae, from Japan

All products available in
fresh, dried, powdered, tincture,
tonic, topical salves and ointments.
Inquiries confidential. All sales final.
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JOHN-HENRI HOLMBERG
NALO HOPKINSON
JOHANNA SINISALO
CLAIRE WENDLING
WALTER JON WILLIAMS

www.worldcon.ﬁ
info@worldcon.ﬁ
volunteers@worldcon.ﬁ
Twitter: @worldcon75
Tumblr: worldcon75.tumblr.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/worldcon75

"World Science Fiction Society", "WSFS", "World Science Fiction Convention", "Worldcon", "NASFiC",
"Hugo Award", the Hugo Award Logo, and the distinctive design of the Hugo Award Trophy Rocket
are service marks of the World Science Fiction Society, an unincorporated literary society.

Laughter in y Madhouse
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Great Cthulhu spoke to us, his
wretched subjects.
“What do you think about being eaten by Great Cthulthu and
having your soul tortured for
eternity after that?”
”Aaaaaargh!” yelled one of the
miserable slaves in fear. Great
Cthulhu gobbled him up on the
spot.
“Does anyone else have an
opinion on being eaten by Great
Cthulhu?” Great Cthulhu roared.
“It shall be my greatest pleasure,” cried another worthless
slave.
Great Cthulhu ate him too.
And then Great Cthulhu devoured us all!
– xXzz’gzrr, R’lyeh

We were just about to sacrifice a
virgin when I noticed the dagger
I was holding.
“Do you have a dagger without a blood groove back there?”
I yelled to my assistant priest,
a certain Smith from Southern
Dreamland, who was busy in the
darkness at the back of the temple.
“Here’s one without a head”,
roared Y’golonac from the darkness.
“And here’s one with no eyes,”
wheezed blind Eidolon.
“And one with no sanity,”
screamed mad Azathoth.

The Great Old Ones were here
already! That sure was a bloodbath we kept reminiscing about
in the thousand pits of Urr-grath.
– Bob, N.Y.C.

After a long day of secret rites
and messy sacrifices, us boys
were unwinding and having a few
drinks in a little hole-in-the-wall
in a side alley in the harbor.
From our window seat we saw
a tall, grim-looking man approach
the tavern. The doorman stopped
the figure in good time.
“You have no business here,”
the doorman grunted.
The figure disappeared into
the gloom of the alley.
Soon, a man looking like
Egyptian royalty approached the
door, but the doorman again reminded him that he was banned
from entry.
When a winged creature
sprouting tentacles floated towards the tavern, we realized that
it was Nyarlathotep attempting to
come in. We had a hearty laugh,
as good old Crawling Chaos tried
to assume all his thousand shapes
just to have a pint. But the doorman was vigilant and turned him
back every time!
Later, naturally, Nyarlathotep
drove the entire city to chaos and
madness.
– S. Ra-rah-rah, Berlin

g Classifieds
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Soul for sale.
I accept offers.
666-666-660
Ask for Faust.
CARONTE’S CRUISER
The trip of your lifetime. Special prices for couples. Children
and pets for free. Forget the cold
Nordic weather. Come to Caronte’s Cruiser to enjoy a wonderful
warm climate all over the year.
Caronte’s Cruiser. You will forget your past.
GOOD REWARD
I lost my right shoe last Saturday, after the Palace party. It is
a special gift from my Godmother. Size 2 and transparent. If
you find it please contact me at
cindy@gft.com.
URGENT: BLOOD NEEDED,
ALL TYPES.
Please go to Transylvania 607
and ask for Mr. Vlad. Good reward. Donate and save a life
(…sort of)
SWEENEY’S PARLOR
For real men only. Traditional
haircuts and more!...
Special after hour offers.
MONSIEUR JACQUES LE R.
ESCORT SERVICE.
French service with English
touch. The best escorts in town.
Fine, beautiful ladies, full or in
detached pieces. Special offer for
brunette heads (eyes not included)
Monsieur Jacques le R.
You MUST be satisfied.

g Reader tips

The Occult Consult with
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Doctor Otto B. Rana  

Dear Doctor,
My circle didn’t stay unbroken
during the invocation ritual I did
earlier, and I’m afraid the experience left me a little bit dead.
I can easily fake breathing, but
my fellow accountants at the office are beginning to notice the
smell. Is there anything I can
do to improve my medical condition?
–L. Ebsworth  

My dear patient,
You seem to have contracted a
case of Diurnal injunctivitis, otherwise known as Stinkeye. It is a
preventable, yet highly communicable infection, most often afflicting novice level seers, because really, you should have seen that
coming. Most patients become
violent upon getting Stinkeye,
so it is best avoid contact with
other vulnerable souls. Stay in a
darkened dungeon or cave, with
no more than a single candle for
light until the next new moon.
A clay poultice across your brow
will speed the healing process,
and you should flush your system
twice daily with a philter of jaborandi, cayenne, and mugwort. If
you experience any inflammation,
apply leeches directly to the area
until the swelling goes down.
–Doctor Otto B. Rana  

My dear patient,
As an accountant, you know that
most wealth and hellness practitioners would recommend a
spiritual cleanse and a banishment ritual, but in your case, I
believe a full demonic possession
may reanimate you. The stench
of rotting flesh is quite normal
in situations like this, but can
usually be managed by burning
incense, wearing dry activated
charcoal insoles, and slaughtering those around you who contin- Dear Doctor,
ue to complain.
Last night I went out to The
–Doctor Otto B. Rana   Prancing Pony for a wee pint. It
was quite dark when I left the
inn, and as far into my cups as I
was, I was afraid I was being folDear Doctor,
I have a nasty rash in my Ajna lowed, so I ended up hiding in a
chakra. It keeps me awake dur- ditch, where I apparently passed
ing the day and makes me a bit out. This morning, I am sweating
violent. The pharmacist was un- profusely, I can’t hear anything,
willing to help and I bit her. What and I have a sore throat. Is this
alcohol poisoning?  
would you suggest?
–S. Greendale
–A. Spare
8

My dear patient,
You should be so lucky, but no,
what you have is post-Nazgûl
drip. Your hearing loss and sore
throat have been caused by your
own demented screams. Unfortunately, there is no known cure.
The sooner you accept your fate,
the better off you will be.
–Doctor Otto B. Rana  
Dear Doctor,
I’d like to know how the webbing
between the fingers is inherited
from parents to children. My wife
does have fully webbed fingers,
but I myself don’t. Will our son be
an olympic level swimmer?
–J. Nettlebed
My dear patient,
Dominant and recessive genetic
traits tend to vary based on the
species. Webbed fingers are dominant in selkies, kelpies, and merrows, and more recessive, though
not unheard of, in trolls and yetis, for example. While there has
been a lot of public debate recently concerning genetically modified
organisms (GMOs), forced mutations and selective gene splicing
still remain the best methods of
guaranteeing that your offspring
will have the biological weapons
and tools that you feel they will
need to succeed in the future.
–Doctor Otto B. Rana

Places to avoid
YMCA Portsmouth
I spent a night at YMCA Portsmouth. After midnight, I woke
to the sound of a rather off-tune
chanting. As I carefully opened
my eyes, I saw about a dozen figures in black robes standing in a
circle around my bed. One of them
held an awkward looking dagger
in his extended hands, someone
else had a chalice of some sort,
and another one had a mop and a
bucket. Having been in a similar
situation before, I decided to have
some fun with them with the old
‘possessed by a demon’ act. Luckily for me, they left the mop behind after they stopped screaming and scrambling for the door.

The Young Men’s Cultist Association offers a cheap lodging, but
it’s not really worth it if you want
a good night’s sleep.

Charred Goat
You might want to avoid the left
restroom at the Charred Goat restaurant in Innsmouth. It’s not really a restroom, but an inter-dimensional gateway to a very sticky dimension. I left to powder my nose
after the main course and it took
me seven months to get back from
there, just in time for the pudding.
Actually, you might want to avoid
the restaurant all together. The
service there is a bit slow. HL
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